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1. INTRODUCTION 
The description of the law of motion of Newtonian fluid media is usually considered by the 
connection between the shear stress ~- and the velocity gradient du as follows: 
du 
r = ~zz" (1.1) 
The Navier-Stokes equations applied for hydrodynamic flow are valid for such media. However a 
limited number of real fluid media can be approximated as a Newtonian fluid. Dispersive media 
treated according to a continuum model, and many one-component fluids, do not obey the law 
given by (1.1). The motions of such non-Newtonian fluids are studied in rheology. The theological 
properties of real continuous media can be described by a power theological law 
~1 ~-1 e,~ 
r = # dz  d--z' P > 0. (1.2) 
The quantities # and p are the rheological characteristics of the medium. If p > 1, the medium is 
called dilatant fluids, if p < 1, then it is called pseudoplastic [1]. The rheological law (1.2) makes 
the investigation of a wider class of media possible. Newtonian fluids are only a particular case 
of such media, namely when p = 1. 
The non-Newtonian flow properties can be developed into such media having conductivity in 
electromagnetic f elds, i.e., to generalize magneto-hydrodynamics to the case of media with power 
rheologieal laws (1.2). 
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The equation of steady state motion in a conducting fluid with a power rheological law given 
by (1.2) is transformed to
dz # -~z ~z - M2u = O, (1.3) 
where M depends on the induction of magnetic field. 
The differential equation (1.3) can be generalized to higher dimension by different ways. One 
of them is the following: 
N 0 
E ~xi [ IVu[p-1Vu] + AluIp-lu = O, (1.4) 
i=1 
where the expression ~-~=1 ~[[Vul  p-IVu] is called p-Laplacian. Another generalization f the 
differential equation (1.3) is given by 
N 0 [IO 1 
~ LI ox, I ~ + ~1~1~-'~ = o, 
(1.5) 
where the expression ~N__ 1 0 N o~ ,p-1 o~, t~ x,, 5"~] is called pseudo-Laplacian. 
The radially symmetric solutions u(x) = v(p) of the nonlinear differential equation (1.4) under 
Dirichlet boundary condition on the ball 
B= (X l ,X2, . . . ,xN)  : [y'~x~[ <1 
L~=I J 
and the radially symmetric solutions u(x) = v(p) of the nonlinear differential equation (1.5) under 
Dirichlet boundary condition on the "ball" 
satisfy formally the same ordinary differential equation [2] 
dpd [ Idvr  -1 -@pdV ] N -1  dv p-1 dv LI~I +- -p  dp ~+~'lvlp-X~=0' (1.6) 
Using the transformation p = ta/  P+~/-A, where a = p / (p+ 1 - N) ,  v(p) = x(t) equation (1.6) has 
the form 
IP+ l - -  N "+lt(1-N)('+l)/(P+l-N) d [,x'(t),P-lx'(t)] + ,x(t) lP- lx(t)  (1.7) 
which is equivalent to the following system of equations: 
z l  = x2, (1.8) 
x; [x2l p-1 = -at  b IXll "-1 xl, 
where a = f l ip + 1 - NI p+I and b = (N - 1)(p + 1)/(p + 1 - N), N ¢ p + 1, t > 0. 
Here we study the solution of system (1.8) with given values of p and N under initial conditions 
xl(0) = 1, x2(0) = x2o, where Ix201 is small enough. Moreover we examine (1.8) under boundary 
conditions xl(0) = 1, x2(T) = 0, where T is an unknown parameter determined later applying the 
numerical-analytical technic [3]. This numerical-analytic method is widely used for studying the 
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solvability of nonlinear boundary value problems and constructing approximate solutions. Our 
aim is to give an approximate solution of (1.8) in analytic form. Here we generate the solution 
in the polynomial form of fixed degree. 
From the determination of value T we get a result on the first zero of v(p), which gives the 
smallest eigenvalue of the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem (1.4) on ball B or of problem (1.5) on 
domain Bp. We note that for p -- 1, and A -- 1 equation (ODE) is equivalent to the Bessel 
equation of zero order. 
2. SOLUTION OF THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
The solution of the differential equation (1.8) under given initial conditions has been investi- 
gated numerically by the Runge-Kutta method in [4]. In several cases it is very useful to have the 
solution in analytical form. For this purpose we apply the well-known Picard-type approximation 
to the initial value problem 
X i = X2 : fl (t, Xl, X2), 




Xl (0 )  = XlO, 
z2(0)  = x20. 
We obtain a sequence of approximate solutions according to the following formulas: 
(2.2) 
~0 txz,m(t) = Xlo + x2,m-l(s) ds, 
X2 re(t) = X20 -- a [ t  $b Ixl,m-l(s)l p-1 Xl,~-l(S) ds, 
' Jo Ix2,m-ds)l p-1 
(2.3) 
where m- -  1,2, . . . ,  Xl,0(t) --XlO, and x2,o(t) = x20. 
In order to make the computation of higher approximations of (2.3) in the interval t E [0, T] 
easier we use a polynomial version of this iterative scheme 
~0 txql,m(t) : ~10 -~- F~,m_l(8 ) ds, 
• LAt )  = x~o - ~ FL . _ l (S )  d~, 
(2.4) 
where F~l,m(t ) = ~'~i=0q Ai,m-I ti, F~,m(t) ~-  v'~q]'i=O DDi,m_it i, t E [0, T] are interpolate polynomials 
of degree q. For the functions f1(t, xl,x2) and f2(t, xl,x2) the coefficients Ai,m-1, Bi,m-I are 
obtained from the following linear algebraic system of equations: 
Ao,m-I -I- Al,m-lt~ -F"" ~- Aq,m-1 tq : fl(ti, Xl,rn-l(ti), X2,m--l(ti)), 
Bo,m-1 -~- Bl,m-lti -{-'" + Bq,m-I tq = f2(ti,Xl,rn-l(ti), X2,m--l(ti)), 
i=O,l,...,q, 
where the q + 1 points (to = 0, t],... ,tq = T) are chosen on the interval [0,T]. 
The convergence analysis of the solution of the sequence (2.4) will be the subject of another 
paper of the authors. For this purpose we intend to use the technic applied in [5, p. 79] for the 
justification of the polynomial version of the numerical-analytic method based upon successive 
approximations for periodic boundary value problems. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let  us f ind the  so lut ion of the  in i t ia l  value prob lem (2.1),(2.2) under  the  fol lowing 
values of parameters :  
xm = 1, x20 = -0 .01 ,  p = 2, N = 2, q = 17. 
In  th is  case, we get  
a=4,  b=3.  
The first approx imat ion  we get d i rect ly  f rom (2.3) 
xl, l(t) = 1 - 0.01t, 
(2 5) 
x2,1 (t) = -0 .01  -- 100t 4. 
S imi lar ly  accord ing to (2.3) the  second approx imat ion  has  the  form 
xl ,2(t)  = 1 - 0.01t - 20t s, 
fo t s z Jl - O.Ols[ (1 - O.Ols) (2.6) x2,2 (t) = -0 .01  - 4 - -~- .~- -  TO-~s ~ ds. 
We see that  the  eva luat ion  of the  integra l  in (2.6) even in the  second approx imat ion  gives serious 
difficulty. There fore  beg inn ing  f rom the  second approx imat ion  we app ly  the  po lynomia l  vers ion 
of approx imat ion  (2.4). One can get 
x~,2(t ) = 1 - 0.01t - 20t 5, 
x~,2(t ) = -0 .01  - 0.01587063552t Is + 0.03795392136t ~r + 0.30091120925t 16 
- 0.6580045032t 15 - 0.1031282284t x4 + 0.1301591053t 13 - 0.3374431157t 12 
+ 0.3593292360t 11 + 1.711891842t 1° - 2.212229246t 9 - 2.426802978t  
+ 4.521874336t 7 - 1.590838466t  + 2.169391397t 5 - 5.328709352t 4 
+ 4.46909698t a - 1.458191764t 2 + 0.01719920667t,  
and  moreover ,  
xq,3(t) -- 1 - 0.01t - 0.0008352966t 19 -t- 0.0021085511t 8 + 0.0018183064t 17
- 0.0041125281t 6 - 0.0068752152t 15 q- 0.0092970789t 14 
- 0.0259571627t 13 -b 0.0299441030t 12 -1- 0.1556265311t 1 - 0.221222946t 1°
- 0.2696447753t 9 -b 0.5652342920t s - 0.2272626380t 7 -t- 0.3615652328t 6 
- 1.065741870t 5 + 1.11727446t 4 - 0.4860639213t  - t -0.0085996033t 2, 
x~,3(t ) = -0 .01  - 0.103152463t 18T 0.2198690854t l r  + 0.2058440759t 18 
- 0.2978932523t 15 - 0.6566426692t 14 4- 0.7834015780t 13 - 2.329253291t 2
W 1.956351852t 114- 9.971737104t l° - 12.18983900t 9 - 12-29941123t s 
q- 24.77122278t 7 - 7.001797988t s - 5.067900644t 5 - 3.584466723t 4 
- 4.009930880t 3 - 0.5109706552t  + 0.01707450672t.  
Here the  approx imate  so lut ions of xl(t)  and x2(t)  are po lynomia ls  of  degree q + 1. The  compu-  
ta t ion  shows that  the  twent ie ths  approx imat ion  coincides w i th  the  computed  numer ica l  resu l ts  
obta ined  in [4]. 
The  f irst zero of the  so lut ion  of (1.7) is denoted  by  j0. F rom the  first zero to of so lut ion xqLm(t) 
we obta in  approx imate  value by  j0 -- t~/(p+I-N). From the  numer ica l  computat ion  we have got  
J0 --  2.14226 (see [4]) for the  case p = 2 and  N = 2 and  here we obta ined  to ~ 1.46345 f rom 
the  twent ie ths  approx imat ion .  In  Example  1 the  dif ference between the  values of the  first zero 
obta ined  by the  two methods  is A _-- 0.000574. 
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3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM APPROACH 
FOR DETERMINING THE F IRST  ZERO 
Here we give another method for finding value jo which is connected with the first eigen- 
value of problem (1.6). Instead of the initial value problem (2.1),(2.2) we consider differential 
equation (2.1) under the boundary conditions 
~TI(0 ) = XlO , 
xl(T)  = 0, (3.1) 
where T is an unknown parameter. So, the boundary value problem (2.1),(3.1) is considered 
on the interval [0, T] with a nonfixed right boundary. Our aim is to find the pair (x(t),T), 
x = col(x1, x2) which is the solution of (2.1),(3.1). 
For this purpose we give an appropriate version of numerical-analytic method based upon 
successive approximation (see [3]). Let us rewrite the boundary conditions (3.1) in the following 
matrix-vector form: 
Ax(0) + Cx(T) = d, (3.2) 
where 
where xl0 = 1 was chosen. 
Problem (2.1),(3.1) is the so-called boundary value problem of interpolation type. To find 
the solution of this problem we construct a sequence of functions atisfying the boundary condi- 
tion (3.2) in the form 
xm(t, Z, T) = z 
+ f(t,x _l(t,z, T l )  - 
where N1, N2 are (n x n) matrices uch that det(K1A + K2C) # 0, m = 1,2, . . . ,  xo(t,z) = 
z + aN1T,  regarding z = (zl, z~) and a = (al ,a2) as parameters. 
Let us choose a parameter a such that functions (3.4) satisfy the boundary conditions (3.2) 
for all m = 1, 2,. . .  and an arbitrary value of another parameter z. Substituting (3.4) in (3.2), 
we obtain the following system of linear algebraic equations with respect o r,: 
T (K1A + K2C) a = d - (A + C) z. 
Hence, 
= 1 (K1A + S2C)  -1 [d - (A  + C) z] 
T 
Therefore, all terms of the sequence of functions 
Xm(t, z ,T )  = z + K1Hd(z)  
+ f(t ,x,~_l(t ,z ,T))  - ~ f (s ,x ,~- l (s ,z ,T ) )ds  dt + ~(K2 - 
m = 1, 2 . . . .  , Xo(t, z) = z + K iHd(z ) ,  where 
H = (K1A + K2C) -1 , d(z) = d - (A + C) z, 
satisfy the boundary conditions (3.2) for arbitrary z. 
It should be noted that in the case of boundary conditions (3.2),(3.3) instead of constants kl 
and k2 we applied matrices K1 and K2 in the iterative scheme used in (see [3, p. 28]) since for 
any ks and k2 and (3.3) 
det (kiA + k2C) = 0. 
For the uniform convergence of the sequence of functions (3.5) we can state the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let us suppose that the function f(t,x) in (2.1) is defined and continuous in the 
domain (t, x) E [0, w] x D, where D is a closed bounded omain in R 2, and satisfies the following 
conditions: 
[f(t,x)[ < M, 
[ f ( t ,x)  - f(t, y)[ < K Ix - y] ,  
D6 ¢ O, (3.6) 
Amax (3wK)<1,  
where M E R 2, K E R2+ x2, If(t,x)l = col(]fl(t,x)],lf2(t,x)]), the inequa//ties axe considered 
componentwise b tween vectors, D~ denotes the set of such points z E R 2 that the points z + 
K1Hd(z) are contained in D together with their &neighborhood, with (i -- (w/2)M + [(K2 - 
K1)H d(z)[, and moreover Amax denotes the greatest eigenvalue of matrix (3/10)wK. 
Then the sequence of functions xm(t, z, T) of form (3.5) satisfying the boundary condition (3.2) 
converges uniformly as m -* oo (with respect o the domain (t,x) c [0,w] x D6) to the limit 
function x*(t, z, T). The limit function x*(t, z, T) is a solution of the integral equation 
x(t,z,T) = z + K1Hd(z) 
for l f0T ] t -K1)Hd(z) ,  (3.7) + f ( t ,x ( t ,z ,T) )  - ~ f (s ,x (s ,z ,T ) )ds  dr+ ~(K2 
such that x*(0, z,T) = z + K1Hd(z) and satisfies the boundary condition (3.2) for arbitrary 
T C [0, w] and z E D~, i.e., x*(t, z, T) is a solution of the modified boundary value problem 
x' = f(t, x) + a (z ,  T),  
Ax(0) + Cx(T) = d, 
where A(z, T) = (1/T)(K2 - K1)H d(z) - (l/T) fo T f(s, x(t, z, T)) dt. 
The following estimation holds: 
[( 5 3TK I - Ix* (t, z, T) - xm(t,z,T)[ _< ~T 10 T~TK M+ 
+K 3 rn - -1  - -  K1)Hd(z)[] ~-~TK) I(K2 
The limit function of sequence (3.5) 
m---- 1,2,.... 
x*(t,z,T) = lim Xm(t,z,T) 
m---+Oc~ 
will be a solution of the original boundary value problem (2.1),(3.1) ff and only if z and T are 
solutions of the determining equations 
1 1 Jo T A (z,T) = ~(K2 - K1)Hd(z) - ~ f (s ,x* ( t ,z ,T ) )  dt -- 0, (3.8) 
[z + KIH d(z) ] (x  ) = Xl0, (3.9) 
where [z + KiHd(z)](D denotes the first component of [z + KiHd(z)]. 
PROOF. The statement can be proved similarly as in Theorem 2.1 (see [3, p. 34]) and Theorem 2.3 
(see [3, p. 40]). We note that equation (3.9) is obtained from the boundary condition (16). | 
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In our computation in the iterative scheme (3.5) we choose matrices K1  and K2  such that 
KIA + K2C = I = H. 
If 
then 
Therefore we obtain 
[K~, K~2 ] [Z121 K122] 
K1 = LK~I g~2j and K2 = [g21 g~2j, 
[1 ° 01] K1A+K2C= [g~l K~2J 
[1 0] 
KI= K11 K~ 2 and 
[o 1] 
K2 = K~ 1 K " 
Let K1 and K2 be 
Hence, 
:] and 
[10] [1 ~] [zl] r l - z l l  
d(z) = d -  (A  + C)z  = - 1 z2 -- L -zl J ' 
Z2 t --Zl 2--4Z 1 +Z 2 " 
For iteration (3.5) we have 
1 ] (3.10) xm(t,z,T)= 2-4z l+z2 
[j~ott I~0T 1 [ ] - ds  t -1  (3.11) fl(S, Xm-l(S,z,T))ds ~ fl(S, Xm-l(S,z,T)) 
+ +'T -1 L/o I / T  ' f2(S, Xm-l(S,z,T))ds - "~ f2(S, Xm-l(S,z,T))ds 
where f = col(f1, f2). 
Obviously from (3.11) the values of the functions x~(t,z,T) at the points t = 0 and t = T are 
1 
xm(0, z,T)= 2-4Zl ], x,~(T,z,T)= [ 0 ] + z2 1 - 4zl + z2 ' 
m= 1,2,..., 
(3.12) 
for all z and T from the domain of definition. We note that boundary conditions (3.1) are fulfilled 
in (3.12) for x10 = 1 and all successive approximations Xm(t, z, T). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us apply the iterative scheme (3.5),(3.11) to find the boundary value prob- 
lem (2.1), (3.2), and (3.3). 
One can check that the conditions of Theorem 1 for Example 2 are fulfilled. 
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For m = 0 we obtain 
x0(t, z, T) = 2 - 4zl + 32 
and from the determining equation (3.8) we get 
T 
(K2 - K1)Hd(z )  - f f(s, xo(t ,z ,T) )dt  = O. 
Hence, the following algebraic system is obtained: 
[:11], ,T ,=0 
[Jo -~-°~J 
where w -- 2 - 4Zl + z2. Simplifying we get the following system of equations: 
-1  -wT  = 0, 
T 4 
-1  + ~-~ = 0, 
from which the approximation of zero order for T and w are To -- 1, wo -- -1 .  
For m = 1 the solutions are given by 
xt (t, z, T) = z + K1H d(z) + t r -4s  3 1 T ] 
[ I~1 T Jo 
d~ ds 
t K +7(  2 - K l )Hd(z )  
t4 T3t + ~ - 
= + - ] -~  + lwl J 
that means t [ 1 
xl (t, z, T) = ~F3 
Making use of xl(t,  z, T) we get the determining equation (3.8) in the form 
r fT r i 1 T 3~ s 4 ] ] 
/ So LW+~t-~+r~J-r~l " J r!1-, - / r T -~,: ,1-, iTi  <1- :i~,> O. (3.13) LJo ~-+--; (---]~ T ~ -- s-~/Iw-N ds 
The evaluation of the second integral in (3.13) runs into difficulties. Therefore the integrand can 
be approximated by a polynomial, e.g., of degree 4, to obtain the following system of determining 
equations from (3.13): 
-1 -  wT + -~- - + -~l - 51~--T =°' 
LT -4s 3 I1 - slTI (1 - s/T)  
-1 -  iw+s(_llT+T311wl)_s411wlldS=O. 
The solution of this system of equations gives T1 = 1.2964059, wl = -1.066167170. 
Following this method we arrive to :/'9 = 0.14628942 for m = 9 which also gives the approxi- 
mation of the first zero of the solution of Example 2. 
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